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ABSTRACT 
Novelty is a concept of great importance in the writing of a research paper, given 
that the author has to persuade the audience of the news valué of the reported 
research, which makes it worfh publishing. In this paper I use a corpus of computer 
science papers to investígate how novelty is created in this discipline. I analyse how 
the author uses evaluation and lexical cohesión to intégrate his/her research into the 
existing knowledge structure of the field. Evaluation in computer science papers is 
closely associated with the Problem-Solution pattern which structures most of the 
papers: authors claim that the technology they introduce is the best solution to a 
problem that they have previously identified. Lexical cohesión highlights the novelty 
of the research by establishing a semantic relation of contrastbetween the fragment 
of text reporting previous research in the field and that reporting the authors' own 
research. 

1. Novelty in scientific papers 

Sociologists of science and researchers on scientific discourse nave demonstrated that 
scientific knowledge is socially constructed by means of language and that scientific texts 
are notthe objective report of findings, but rhetorical products whose aim is to persuade the 
readers (i.e. the scientific conununity) of the validity of the claims made there (see Knorr-
Cetina, 1981; Latour and Woolgar, 1979; Yearley, 1981). An illustrative example of this 
view is Swales' (1990: 125) description of the research paper as a "key-product of the 
knowledge-manufacturing industry (...) cunningly engineered by rhetorical machining." 
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Scientists organise their accounts to represent their actions and beliefs in such a way that the 
research is presented as a new contribution to knowledge. 

Bazerman states that in order to establish the valué of a research within a particular 
market "the paper must fírst reconstruct the market, define the needs of the market and 
identify the research being reported as the proper vehicle for the satisfaction of those needs" 
(Bazerman, 1983: 169). This statementreflects the structure of Introductions as defined by 
genre analysis. Swales (1990) states that introductions of research papers tend to have three 
moves. The first one is Establishing a territory ("reconstruction of the market"), where the 
author draws attention to a topic (by claiming centraüty, making topic generalizations, 
and/or reviewing items of previous research) and indicates his/her commitment to the 
research done in this field. The second move is Establishing a niche ("definition of the 
needs of the market"), where the author claims that the existing knowledge in a particular 
field must be modified in some way (usually by asserting that it is inadequate and should be 
increased). This move, which usually provides a negative evaluation of previous research 
(see section 2.2), is realised by counter-claiming, by indicating a gap or inconsistency in 
previous knowledge, by raising questions and pinpointing problems or by continuing and 
adding to a tradition. The third move is Occupying a niche ("identification of the reported 
research as the means to satisfy the needs"), where the author makes a proposal for 
introducing a new piece of knowledge, which involves the modification required in the 
previous move. In order to establish credibility and to show the originality and valué of the 
research reported, the author should, therefore, show that he/she is familiar with the field, 
identify some needs in the field, and persuade the audience that the research provides a 
novel and appropriate solution. 

Several authors (Bazerman, 1985; Huckin, 1987; Kaufer and Geisler, 1989) have 
shown the importance of conveying the idea that the research reported in an academic paper 
is at the "cutting edge", that it is a novel contribution to the knowledge in the field. 
Researchers on novelty usually emphasise the need to reach a compromise between two 
opposing rhetorical demands or two competing impulses when writing a research paper 
(Kaufer and Geisler, 1989; Myers, 1990): the impulse to present information inherited from 
a cultural community and the impulse to report something new. When defining the cognitive 
and social constituents important for a general theory of novelty, Kaufer et al. (1989: 290) 
mention the following four aspects: (i) the author should represent prior consensual 
knowledge, since the claim for newness is a claim against some aspect of this knowledge; 
(ii) the author should put forward systematic claims against consensual knowledge, 
pinpointing gaps or inconsistences in this knowledge; (iii) the author must develop an 
argument to support novelty claims; (iv) and the author expects to achieve credit for the new 
knowledge. In order to be worth publishing the piece of knowledge reported must be not 
only original but also relevant to the existing research and knowledge in the field. And this 
can only be done if the work is placed in the context of existing research in the field and 
examined in the light of previous research. As Berkentotter and Huckin (1995: 47) point 
out: "It is only when scientists place their laboratory findings within a framework of 
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accepted knowledge that a claim to have made a scientific discovery and thereby to have 
contributed to the field's body of knowledge, can be made." 

Myers (1990: 67) remarks that papers require a negotiation between the writer and the 
audience: while the researcher tries to show that he/she deserves credit for a new piece of 
knowledge, the editors and reviewers try to relate the claim to previous knowledge relevant 
for the community. The published paper has been defined as "a multilayered hybrid co-
produced by the authors and by the members of the audience to which it is directed" (Knorr-
Cetina, 1981:106). Berkentotter and Huckin( 1995:3 9-4 l)pointout, quite rightly, that the 
need to intégrate credibility and novelty is reflected in the kind of rhetorical moves in 
specific sections of papers: the Introduction and the Discussion. The Introduction usually 
offers a new solution to a problem, and shows the author's familiarity with previous 
research intended to solve the problem; the Discussion always contains the author's claim 
to having occupied the niche in the Introduction, and it usually includes a comparison of the 
author's research with previous research or findings, with the indication that the results 
deriving from the current research are different or superior. Section 2 in this paper shows 
how the different moves contribute to the construction of novelty in computer science 
papers. 

The aim of this paper is to reveal how novelty is constructed in papers in the field of 
computer science and to show the role of evaluation and cohesión in orchestrating for 
novelty. Although novelty has been investigated in academic papers in general and in 
scientific disciplines such as Medicine or Biology (e.g. Berkentotter and Huckin, 1995; 
Kaufer and Geisler, 1989), it has been devoted less attention in the área of technology. 
Research in computer science seems to have specific features which will determine the 
conventions of computer science papers. Cooper (1985) found outthat, as opposed to the 
high use of referencing in other fields, the citation of literature was not so common in her 
corpus of IEEE publications dealing with advances in computer technology. She suggests 
that this fact is related to the features of the discourse community and the genre in this field, 
such as the little accumulated research tradition in the field, or the fact that the research is 
usually product-related. According to Swales, Cooper's data suggest that "evolving 
discourse communities on the periphery of the academic world may be developing 
alternative conventions for their central genres" (Swales, 1990: 148). 

2. The study 

2.1. Corpus and Method 

A corpus of 30 papers was selected from ten journals in the field of computer science (see 
Appendix). Although references to previous work and claims of novelty may occur 
throughout the paper, I have focused on the introductory sections and on the 
Discussion/Conclusion, the sections where these rhetorical elements are most likely to 
occur (Swales, 1990; Berkentotter and Huckin, 1995). 
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I have tried to identify the linguistic/rhetorical strategies used by the author to intégrate 
his/her research into the existing knowledge stracture of the field and, in this way, construct 
novelty. Swales' model of paper introductions has been taken as a major reference, since 
it shows how successful writers of academic papers construct novelty, positioning their 
work within the field. 

For the analysis of the role of evaluation in the construction of novelty I bear in mind 
the view of evaluation as a discourse product proposed by Hunston (1993, 1994) and 
Thetela (1997). According to these authors, evaluation is not exclusively associated with 
attitudinal language, but occurs whenever there is an indication of the writer's attitude to the 
valué of any information presented in the text. Evaluation is created in discourse and 
depends on the valué system underlying the genre and the goals of the text writer. Given that 
features such as originality, relevance or certainty are highly valued in the research paper, 
the writer must show that his/her research has these features. Thetela (1997) considers that 
there are two main concepts to analyse evaluation: "ascribed valué" (AV) (i.e. "the 
evaluation bestowed on a thing") and "evaluated entity" (EE) (i.e. "the thing in the real 
world on which valué is bestowed"). I will, therefore, examine which elements are 
evaluated and which valúes are ascribed to them. 

For the analysis of the role of cohesión I draw on Hoey's work on lexical cohesión 
(1991), which shows that cohesión resulting from lexical relations contributes highly to 
coherence and that the interpretation of the relation between (adjacent or non-adjacent) 
sentences linked by a certain number of cohesive ties gives way to a form of text 
organisation. Hoey shows that there is a semantic relation between the sentences that are 
linked by lexical cohesive relations, which makes it possible for us to read them in the 
context as an intelligible pair. Hoey considers sentences that are linked in the light of the 
semantic relation between sentences (Winter, 1977) and of the patterns of organisation 
(Hoey, 1983) which involve the semantic relations between larger stretches of text. Lexical 
cohesión is considered here a pragmatic process (see McCarthy, 1990), which means that 
the items that collocate must be analysed in relation not to their place in an abstract system 
of meaning but to their place in the actually occurring text. 

2.2. Evaluation 

As was pointed out in section 1, in order to show the originality of the research, the author 
needs to place the research in the context of existing knowledge in the field, which is done 
in the move "Establishing a territory." The first step in this move ("Claiming centrality") 
consists in a positive evaluation of the research área or of an aspect of the field, in order to 
get the discourse community to accept the importance of doing research in this área. In our 
corpus this positive evaluation was effected in one of the following ways: 
(i) with words which point to the growth of interest in the área or in the use of a technique 
or approach: 
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(1) a. Medical use of computer-generated 3D images to display anatomic data has grown 
enormously in recentyears. (Segall etal.) 

b. The use of real-time embedded systems (RTESs) is becoming more and more 
widespread in today 's computing/electronic climate. (Fox et al.). 

c. There is mounting evidence that asynchronous circuits are finding a niche in high-
performanceapplications. (Chakraborty etal.) 

d. Interest in the use of triangulated models has increased recently... (Jones et al.). 

There tend to be time references that highlight the up-to-date status of the research área 
(e.g. "in recent years", "the last decade", "today's", "recently"). This is also emphasised 
by the use of the present perfect and the present progressive. 

There may be references to the high number of people working in the área, suggesting, 
therefore, the interest of the research for a great part of the community: 

(2) a. Many nave found it interesting and valuable to demónstrate light interference in 
computer-generated imagery (Sun et al.), 

b. Analysing flow-like patterns has been an active research topic for certainly more 
than one decade; see for instance Kass and Witkin (Kass and Witkin, 1987) 
(Weickert). 

(ii) with ítems which refer to the intrinsic importance of the área or aspect under research: 

(3) a. To help the embedded-system designer meet the requirements of modern systems, 
tool support is a key issue. (Fox et al.) 

b. The number of image datábase systems which have recently been developed is strong 
evidence to this area's importance. A key aspect of image databases is the creation 
of robust and efficient índices. (Androutsos et al.) 

c. Decomposition is central to methodologies based on a stepwise refinement of system 
analysis and design (Go et al.). 

Interest and importance are positive valúes, ascribed to the área or field within which 
the reponed research is developed, and which add to the valué of such research. 

The move" Establishing a territory" can also be realised by making topic generalisations 
and/or by reviewing, andusually evaluating, previous research (Swales, 1990). In computer 
science papers the writer does not usually report on previous findings concerned with 
knowledge per se, but on previous technical solutions to an established problem (previous 
models, tools, etc.). Since the review of previous research usually involves evaluation of 
the reviewed ítems, such review links Move 1 ("Establishing a territory") and Move 2 
("Establishing a niche"). However, there are some cases where the reference to previous 
work does not involve evaluation. 

In some cases authors refer to previous work to lend support to a general statement and 
to reveal where further information about the topic can be found: 
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(4) a. A hand-held probé provides poor positional accuracy- unlike scanning, which 
produces accurate, continuous data$l (Segall etal.). 

b. Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is a research área dedicated to the image 
datábase problem [1] (Androutsos et al.). 

or to provide a general framework and show farniliarity with the área and with the work of 
other researchers in such área: 

(5) a. Pioneering simulations of this phenomenon include interference fringes by Smits and Meyer 
[5] (...) Recently Schramm et al. (6) presented a detailed analysis of spectra and structures 
(Sun etal.). 

b. Examples of net driven techniques are the elimination of immediate transition in GSPN 
(12), the exploitation of symmetries in Stochastic Well-Formed Colored Nets (13) (Campos 
et al). 

References can also be used to support centrality claims: 

(6) a. Interest in the use of triangulated models has increased recently (DeLucía and Black 
1987; Jones et al. 1995) (Jones et al.). 

b. The subject of combining the finite element structural analysis technique and 
numerical optimization algorifhms has been widely investigated in the last two 
decades (1) (Song et al.). 

c. Analysing flow-like patterns has been an active research topic/or certainly more 
than one decade; see for instance Kass and Witkin (Kass and Witkin, 1987) 
(Weickert). 

As has been said, the reference to previous work usually involves evaluation. This is 
usually a negative evaluation, necessary to show fhat the reported research is a new 
contribution to knowledge. 

However, the writers can also evalúate previous work positively when the results 
contribute to showing the importance or usefulness of their own work: 

(7) Kriegal et al. (1991) show that considerable benefíts in spatial query can be obtained at the 
refinement step by employing structural decomposition of the spatial objects (Jones et al.). 

or the appropriateness of their method: 

(8) This (method) has previously been shown to provide good performance in proximity 
searches (Hoel and Samet 1991,1992; Hjaltason and Samet 1995) (Jones et al.). 

Show is a reporting verb that evaluates positively the following information, bestowing 
it the status of certain (Thompson et al., 1991). 
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The writers may refer to others' work or they may refer to their own previous research. 
They cite themselves to establish Üieir authority in a specific área of research, to draw 
attention to their own previous accomplishments in the field and to show that this new piece 
of research is a continuation of their line of research. In the following example reference 
"[9]" is a reference to the authors' previous work, on which the present paper is based. 
Their own previous work is evaluated positively, since it is stated that it was a step to solve 
the problem posed in the paper: 

(9) The main problem is that (...) the product space may contain nonreachable states (...) 
Two level techniques provea very effective in a number of cases. For certain net 
subclasses like MG no spurious states are generated so that equality between RS and 
RSP is obtained (6). In [9] the MG case is generalized to DSSP where RPS may strictly 
include RS. 

In this paper the extensión of the two level approach for DSSP is developed for arbitrary 
but bounded SPN models (...) The paper is based on a previous work [9] for the restricted 
DSSP class. A significant improvement is that the method presented in this paper applies to 
arbitrary SPN systems (Campos et al.). 

The secondmove inSwales' model, "Establishing a niche", functions as a link between 
Move 1 ("Establishing a territory") and Move 3 ("Occupying the niche"), between the 
reference to previous work and the introduction of the author's work. The move 
"Establishing a niche" usually consists of a negative evaluation of previous research, which 
justifíes the introduction of the authors' own research. Swales states that there are several 
ways to establish a niche in research papers (Counter-claiming, Indicating a gap, Question-
raising, Continuing a tradition). Using a corpus of computer science papers, Posteguillo 
(1999: 143) found that the preferred means of presenting the need for the work was 
indicating a gap. Our research confirms this finding and reveáis that the step "Indicating a 
gap" tends to be realised in a particular way in computer science papers. The gap does not 
usually refer to a gap in knowledge but to a gap in technological development. That is, 
rather than a knowledge-related gap, it is a product-related gap, as the following example 
illustrates: 

(10) Specifically the color histogram remains the most popular index, due primarily to its 
simplicity [6,7]. However, using the color histogram for indexing has a number of 
drawbacks (Androutsos et al.). 

In the example above the group "a number of drawbacks" is a cataphoric label (Francis, 
1994): anunspecific nominal element which is realised lexically in the subsequent text. This 
nominal group frames the subsequent discourse in a negative evaluation. What follows is 
alistofthe "drawbacks" of color histograms: 
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(10a) Histograms require quantization (...) However, with quantization comes loss of color 
(...) Color exclusión is difficult using histogram techniques (...) Histograms can 
provide erroneous retrieval results (...) Thisposes aproblem. For image retrieval 
this can cause very poor performance (...) The histogram captures global color 
activity; no spatial information is available. 

Negative evaluation of previous work does not only occur in Move 2 ("Estabüshing a 
niche") of the Introduction. Some papers include, after the Introduction, sections where 
previous research related to the specific topic of the paper is described and evaluated quite 
extensively (e.g. sections with the title "Related Work"). These sections present previous 
solutions to the problemposedin the Introduction (previous methods, tools, models), which 
are usually dismissed as inadequate. 

(11) Most wormhole routing schemes based on avoiding deadlock limit the adaptivity of 
the routing algorithm. Oblivious deadlock avoidance schemes do not allow any 
routing adaptivity. This curtails performance by preventing packetsfrom having the 
ability to route around congestión and faults. Other avoidance schemes allow fully 
adaptive routing, but require an increased number of virtual channels. (...) Excess 
virtual channels can increase router complexity, leading to longer router dock cycle 
times and a consequent performance degradation^ (...) Henee, schemes based on 
deadlock avoidance generally sufferfrom losses in adaptivity and increased router 
complexity, both of which can negatively impact performance (Pinkston). 

The third move in the Introduction, "Occupying the niche", is characterised by Swales 
(1990: 159) in the following way: 

The role of Move 3 is to turn the niche established in Move 2 into the research space 
tliat justifies the present article. The link between the moves is a strong one. When a 
Move 2 oceurs (...) the ensuing Move 3 variously offers to substantiate the particular 
counter-claim that has been made, fill the created gap, answer the specific question or 
continué the rhetorically established tradition. 

Thus, while Move 2 involves a negative evaluation of previous research or technology, 
Move 3 is characterised by the use of positive evaluation. The following fragment illustrates 
the cióse relation between Move 2 and Move 3. 

(12) MOVE 2 
Removing a lenticular volume of tissue with a central thickness of approximately 12 
microns cause one diopter of ocular refractive change. However, current available 
technology lags behind in the ability to monitor the anatomical changes that occur as 
a result of the procedure. 
Current optical systems for measuring corneal and epithelial thickness (...) suffer 

from a significantly lower level of precisión (...) and won't work if the corneal 
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transparency is compronüsed. Furthermore, they don 'tpermit accurate topographic 
localization of the measurement point and therefore nave limited use in analyzing 
thickness profiles. 
Currenüy available hand-held ultrasonic pachymeters can measure corneal thickness 
through opaque tissues, but use transducers operating at frequencies up to 20 MHz 
(at this frequency the corneal epithelium cannot be resolved) (...) Furthermore, a 
hand-held probé provides poor positional accuracy, unlike scanning , which 
produces accurate, continuous data (...) 

MOVE3 
In this article we describe a software application developed in ANSÍ (...) We 
designed the application to analyze and display positional data derived from our VHF 
ultrasound scanning system for surfaces of the epithelium, stroma, and other 
pathological layers (...) It is the first system to enable examining individual corneal 
layer thickness and surface shape simultaneously (Segall et al.). 

The first three paragraphs in the fragment (Move 2) are concerned with the gap in 
technology. The available technology is evaluated negatively (e.g. "lags behind", "suffer 
from a lower level of precisión", "won't work"), to show that fhere is a gap that needs to be 
filled. There are time adjectives and adverbs which indicate that the applicaüons being 
evaluated negatively are the current ones. The available technology is evaluated in terms 
of performance, by highlighting its limitations. The last paragraph (Move 3) is concerned 
with the technology the authors propose, which is evaluated positively, in terms of 
performance ("enable examining...") and of novelty ("It is the first system to..."). 

As example (12) illustrates, in our Corpus the move "Establishing the niche" usually 
takes the form of presentation of a problem. The introductions in the papers analysed 
usually have a Problem-Solution pattern, where the move "Establishing the niche" defines 
the problem and the move "Filling the niche" identifies the solution. 

Discoursepatterns, suchas the Problem-Solution pattern, the Hypothetical-Real pattern, 
and the Unexplained-Explanation pattern, have been used to characterise the structure of 
research papers. The papers produced by a specific discourse community may be structured 
following specific patterns. Adams Smith (1987, 1990) states that biomedical research 
papers should be explained in terms of the Unexplained-Explanation pattern, consisting of 
the following elements: Situation-Unexplained-Procedural-Findings-Interpretation-
(Evaluation)-Explanation. The Hypothetical-Real pattern seems to be highly appropriate 
to write economics texts, since economics writers need to move between the ideal world of 
models and the world of reality (Hewings, 1990). The Problem-Solution pattern (Hoey, 
1983), which provides a framework for most computer science papers, consists of twobasic 
parts narrowly related: problem and solution. They may be preceded by a situation part, 
which establishes the basis for the problem, and followed by an evaluation part, which 
provides the assessment of the solution. The following words by Berkentotter and Huckin 
(1995: 33) help to explain the frequent use of the Problem-Solution pattern in computer 
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science papers:"We would expectthejournals to gradually modifytheir genre conventions 
so as to better accommodate the needs of specialist readers and readers pressed for time 
(who raay, in many cases, be one and the same)." Readers of computer journals are mostly 
concerned with finding tools that solve the problems that this fast developing área of 
research meets. Usually in the hitroduction of the paper the problem is presented and the 
solution is put forward. In the Discussion the solution is reasserted and evaluated (or the 
evaluation already effected in the Introduction is developed further or justified). 

The pattern we find in most computer papers may be represented as follows: Situation 
(statements aboutthe field of research)- Problem-Solution(s) (others' solutions)- Negative 
Evaluation of the Solution(s)- New Solution (the authors' solution)- Positive Evaluation. 
After stating a problem or need, the solutions that have been proposed previously are 
described and evaluated negatively. Finally, the solution given in the paper is presented as 
the best one and the one that solves the problem that the other pieces of research or the 
current technology cannot solve. The following example illustrates this pattern clearly: 

(13) SITUATION 
To increase communication efficiency, many multicomputer interconnection 
networks incorpórate wormhole switching (1), virtual channel flow control (2) and 
adaptive routing techniques (3). Respectively these techniques pipeline, multiplex 
and increase flexibility in the use of networks bandwidth, allowing routing to be 
performed more efficiently. 

PROBLEM 
However, in implementing these techniques, the critical issue of deadlocks must be 
addressed (...) Progress in routing halts when packets block waiting for channel 
resources (physical or virtual) while holding onto other channel resources. Knotted 
cyclic dependencies formed by groups of such blocked messages lead to the indefínite 
postponement ofmessaging activities and, if allowed to persist, could result in the 
entire network coming to a complete standstill. 

SOLUTION AND NEGATIVE EVALUATION 
Avoidance has been the traditional approach for addressing deadlocks in routing (...) 
Routing schemes which restrict routing options in order to avoid deadlocks are 
neither maximally flexible ñor efficient. An alternative approach for addressing 
deadlocks in routing is deadlock recovery (...) 

SOLUTION AND POSITIVE EVALUATION 
This paper presents the notion of progressive deadlock recovery routing, which 
enables the design of flexible and efficient routing algorithms capable ofhandling 
deadlocks effectively. This approach allows trae fully adaptive routing of packet in 
which unrestricted routing on all virtual channel over all router ports is permissible 
(...) This approach offers the following significant advantages (Pinkston). 
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In some cases the authors include among the previous solutíons their own previous 
solution, and the solution given in the paper is presented as an improvement. 

The Problem Solution pattern which stractures the paper is also very frequently used 
to organise the abstract: 

(14) (SITUATION) Color is the characteristic which is most used for image indexing and 
retrieval. Due to its simplicity, the color histogram remains the most commonly used 
method for this task. (PROBLEM) However, the lack ofgoodperceptual histogram 
simüarity measures, the global color contení of histograms, and the erroneous 
retrieval results due to gamma nonlinearity, cali for improved methods. 
(SOLUTION) We present a new scheme which implements a recursive HSV-space 
segmentation technique to identify perceptually prominent color áreas. (...) 
(EVALUATION) Our system provides accurate retrieval results and high retrieval 
rote. It allowsfor queries based on single or múltiple color and, in addition, it allows 
for certain colors to be excluded in the query (Androutsos et al.). 

At the end of the Introduction or at the beginning of the Conclusión, where the author 
introduces the main claim of his/her research or reasserts this claim, the paper often 
includes expücit references to the novelty and originality of the paper (such as the adjectives 
new, novel, first, or explicit references to the contributions of the paper). This reflects the 
underlying ideology in the process of writing a scientific paper: there is a need to contribute 
something new to the already existing knowledge. 

(15) a. It is the first system to enable examining individual corneal layer thickness and 
surface shape simultaneously (Segall et al.). 

b. Sectíon 3 presents recently proposed deadlock recovery routing techniques and 
introduces a /î wjprogressive recovery routing approach. (Pinkston) 

c. Although the proposed algorithm is based on an idea similar to Myers and Meng's 
algorithm (15), there are several important extensions to and differences from their 
work. We believe that these represent important contributions to the existing body 
of work on... (Chakraborty et al.). 

These explicit references to novelty may also occur in the title, as the following two 
tilles illustrate: 

(16) a. A novel vector-based approach to color image retrieval using a vector angular-
based distance measure. (Androutsos et al.) 

b. A novel node-based structural shape optimization algorithm (Song et al.). 

Stating the novelty of the technology introduced implies a comparison with previous 
technology or with previous research. In the Conclusión this comparison is frequently 
explicit, thus highlighting the news valué of the research: 
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(17) This new method for transforming colors into spectral is heuristic, but more accurate 
and flexible than previous transformatíon methods (Sun et al.). 

The main functíon of the Conclusión is to "ñll the gap" of the Introductíon. It serves to 
reintroduce the claim for novelty after this claim has been substantiated in the preceding 
sections. Berkentotter and Huckin (1995: 47) point out that the Discussion has the same 
types of moves as the Introductíon, but in reverse order: 

In Swales' terms, the writer asserts his or her claim to the niche created in the 
Introductíon and occupied in the subsequent investigation. Second, there is a series of 
statements showing how these results respond to the larger issue stated in the 
Introductíon. These statements usually include a comparison of the present results to 
related findings or claims made by other investigators 

In the papers analysed the Conclusión tends to be used by the authors to emphasise the 
novelty of the technology they present. The first sentence is frequently a presentation of the 
technology they have introduced in the paper. This is followed by a novelty claim, where 
the contribution of the research to the field is stressed. 

(18) We have presented here a new method for decomposing process specifications (...) 
The method overcomes the three restrictions of our earlier method (14) It can 
decompose general processes, including recursion, nondeterminism and internal 
actíon(Goetal.). 

2.3. Cohesión 

The end of the Introductíon and the beginning of the Conclusión indicate that the paper, 
or the technology proposed in the paper, solves the problem posed previously in the 
Introductíon. This is done by means of cohesive devices and coherence relations. Cohesión 
does not depend on formal relations but on the reader's knowledge of the underlying 
semantic structure of the text. This is specially true of scientific papers, where, as Myers 
(1991:5) points out, "readers must have a knowledge of lexical relations to see the implicit 
cohesión." 

Cohesive links play an important role in the construction of novelty, since the author 
uses them to establish a contrast between previous technology or research and his/her own 
research. The role of cohesión in the construction of novelty is illustrated in example (12) 
above. Lexical cohesión is a pragmatic process (see McCarthy, 1990). This implies 
analysing the items that collocate in tenns of their functíon in the actually occurring text. 
The first three paragraphs in example (12) describe currentavailable technology. The entity 
"current available technology" is specified later as "current optical systems for..." and 
" current availablebaad-held...." Thestringsofwords "lagsbehind", "suffer fromalower 
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levelof precisión", "won't work", "don'tpermit", "limiteduse", "cannotbe resolved" and 
"poor positional accuracy" collocate because they all express negative evaluation. 

The cohesive relations between the two parís of the fragment (Move 2 and Move 3) 
make it possible for us to interpret these parts as related elements which form a pattern. To 
analyse how cohesión contributes to novelty we have to bear in mind Hoey's finding that 
the interpretation of the relation between sentences linked by a certain number of cohesive 
ties gives way to a form of text organisation. The construction of novelty is effected through 
a Matching relation, whose underlying semantics is comparative affirmation and 
comparative denial (Winter, 1977: 30). The typical matrix clause of comparative denial is 
"What is trae of X is not trae of Y." In example (12) the contrast between current 
technology and the technology the authors introduce begins at the end of the third paragraph 
and is signalled by the preposition "unlike": the "poor positional accuracy" of a hand-held 
probé iscontrastedwith the "accuratedata"producedbyscanning. The preposition "unlike" 
marks a break between different discourse segments, which should be recognised by the 
reader to understand the text. At the end of the fourth paragraph "enable" signáis a positive 
evaluation, in this way establishing a contrast with all the previous negative items. 
The following example illustrates a common strategy used by writers of computer science 
papers: to present a list of problems or drawbacks of current technology and to state in 
another part of the paper (end of Introduction or Conclusión) the advantages of the 
technology that they propose, which contrast with the previous drawbacks. The example 
has been taken froin a paper with the title "Flexible and efficient routing based on 
progressive deadlock recovery." As can be seen, the title is a paraphrase of the statement 
where the authors introduce their claim (First line in part A). Part A occurs at the end of the 
Introduction, while part B occurs at the beginning of the section "Related work." 

Part A 
This paper presents the notion oí progressive deadlock recovery routing, which enables 
the design of flexible and efficient routing algorithms capable of handling deadlocks 
effectively. This approach allows true fully adaptive routing of packet in which 
unrestricted routing on all virtual channel over all router ports is permissible (...) This 
approach offers the following significant advantages: 

1. true fully adaptive routing. 
2. no virtual channels requiredfor handling deadlocks, 
3. simple design offast and flexible routing 
4. predictable and efficient recovery from deadlock (Pinkston) 

PartB 
Most wormhole routing schemes based on avoiding deadlock limit the adaptivity of the 
routing algorithm. Oblivious deadlock avoidance schemes do not allow any routing 
adaptivity. This curtails performance by preventing packets from having the ability to 
route around congestión and faults. Partially adaptive avoidance schemes allow some 
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amount of adaptivity, but notfull adaptivity. Other avoidance schemes allow fully 
adaptive routing, but require an increased number of virtual channels. (...) Excess 
virtual channels can increase router complexity, leading to longer router dock cycle 
times and a consequentperformance degradation. Moreover, virtual channels devoted 
to deadlock avoidance can underutilize network link bandwidth- bandwidth that might 
otherwise be used more efficiently with unrestricted use if deadlocks occur rarely. 
Henee, schemes based on deadlock avoidance generally suffer from losses in adaptivity 
and increased router complexity, both of which can negatively impact performance 
(Pinkston) 

"Progressive deadlock recovery routing" (part A) is opposed to "schemes based on 
avoiding deadlock" (part B). The advantages of the new systems are presented as 
overcoming the drawbacks of the current systems: (1) "true fully adaptive routing" vs. 
"limit the adaptivity of the routing algorithm", "do not allow any routing adaptivity", "not 
fulí adaptivity"; (2) "No virtual channels required for handling deadlocks" vs. "require an 
increased number of virtual channels"; (3) "Simple design of fast and flexible routing" vs. 
"longer router clock cycle times"; (4) "predictable and efficient recovery from deadlock" 
vs. "performance degradation", "underutilize network link bandwidth." 

The identification of the pairs of sentences that are related must be accounted for both 
in terms of repetition links and coherence processes (Hoey, 1991). The latter include 
processes such as lexical equivalence, expansión, reduction or transference. For instance, 
when establishing a contrast relation between "predictable and efficient recovery from 
deadlock" and "underutilize network link bandwidth" the writer assumes that the reader 
knows what "efficient" implies inthis context. 

3. Conclusions 

Novelty is an important element in the current trend of promotion of scientific research. 
Berkentotter and Huckin (1995:43) suggest that there are two obvious reasons for this need 
to promote one's own work: the increased competitiveness of modern science, and the fact 
thatmodemscienceisembeddedwilhinmodern "promotional" or "consumer" culture. The 
scientific journal is the instrument used by scientists to promote their work, which makes 
it evolve towards promotional genres. This seems to be specially true of computer science 
papers, used by the authors to introduce new models and new technologies and to show the 
advantages of this technology over that currently available. 

This paper has revealed the devices used by writers of computer science papers to 
construct novelty, to show that their work is a new and valuable contribution to the field 
which solves the problems that previous work could not solve. The authors use evaluation 
and lexical cohesión to créate a semantic relation of contrast. Previous research is evaluated 
negatively in terms of performance: it is inadequate and it does not satisfy the requirements 
necessary to meet the need identified in the paper. The authors' own research is evaluated 
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positively in terms of three parameters: interest or importance (the área within which the 
research is placed is an important one or one that arises a great deal of interest at the 
moment of research), performance (it has the required features to meet the need identified 
in the paper), and originality (no previous work or research has met this need so fully). The 
use of evaluation is closely associated with the Problem-Solutionpattern that structures most 
computer science papers. These papers are usually structured with the following pattern: 
Situation (interest of the field of research)- Problem- Solution(s) (others' solutions)-
Negative Evaluation of the Solution(s)- New Solution (the authors' solution)- Positive 
Evaluation. 

The use of lexical cohesión to créate novelty cannot be separated from evaluation. The 
items used to offer a negative evaluation of previous research collocate because they are part 
of the same schema. Similarly, the items used to offer a positive evaluation of current 
research collocate because they all contribute to the positive presentation of the research. 
The cohesive links between these two sets of items give way to a pattern of organisation, 
which makes it possible to read the two fragments where the positive items and the negative 
items occur as an intelligible pair. Usually there is a correspondence between positive and 
negative items, artfully created by the authors to show that the current research/technology 
overcomes all the deficiencies or drawbacks of previous research/technology. 

This research has pedagogical implications for the writing of computer science papers. 
The first one is the importance of teaching the valúes that underlie research papers and the 
rhetorical function of evaluation in these papers, and of showing how evaluation is effected. 
The second implication is the need to make the students aware that language is patterned and 
that computer science papers tend to follow the Problem-Solution pattern. Cohesión, and 
more particularly lexical cohesión, should be presented as a device useful for the creation 
of patterns. Finally, it is important to help the students realise that the devices used to créate 
novelty in computer science papers depend on the constraints of the genre in this discipline 
and on the features of the discourse community. 

Given that the scope of our research has been necessarily restricted, it seems appropriate 
to make caveats. This study has been limited to the analysis of novelty in computer science 
papers. Therefore, the findings should not be extrapolated for papers in other disciplines. 
Berkentotter and Huckin (1995) have shown that scientific papers have evolved to 
incorpórate or develop features which help carry news valué (e.g. an informative title, a 
results-oriented abstract, powerful visual aids, prominent statements of findings and 
claims). And, as we have seen in section 1, the rhetorical structure of the introduction of 
scientific papers is intended to foreground novelty. However, as Cooper (1985) claims, 
computer science papers have specific features deriving from the constraints of the 
discipline. It would be interesting to investigate whether papers in other disciplines use the 
same mechanisms to construct novelty. This analysis might reveal that novelty is more 
important in some disciplines than in others. The analysis of novelty in humanistic papers 
could also produce significant results. Since the discourse of scientific and humanistic 
disciplines is related to different communities and social contexts, it can be expected that the 
authors will make use of different discourse strategies. 
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